Concordance between in vitro and in vivo dosimetry in the proinflammatory effects of low-toxicity, low-solubility particles: the key role of the proximal alveolar region.
We previously demonstrated the importance of the surface area burden as the key dose metric in the elicitation of inflammation in rat lungs by low-solubility, low-toxicity particles (LSLTP). We have now explored the dosimetry of LSLTP in vitro using epithelial cell interleukin (IL)-8 gene expression as a surrogate for potential of particles to cause inflammation. The proximal alveolar region (PAR) of the lung has been identified as a key site for the retention of respirable particles, as it receives high deposition but has slow clearance compared to the larger airways. For these reasons, a few days after exposure to particles the residual dose is concentrated in the PAR region. Re-expressing our rat lung data as particle surface area burden per unit of PAR surface area we obtained a threshold value for onset of inflammation of 1 cm(2)/cm(2). We carried out dose responses in vitro for onset of IL-8 gene expression with the same particles as we had used in vivo. When we expressed the in vitro dose as surface area dose per unit A549cell culture surface area, we obtained a threshold of 1 cm(2)/cm(2). This concordance between proinflammatory effects in vivo (PMN in BAL) and in vitro (epithelial IL-8 gene expression) confirms and supports the utility of the particle surface area metric and the importance of the PAR. These studies also open the way for future in vitro approaches to studying proinflammatory effects of a range of toxic particles based on sound dosimetry that complements animal use in particle toxicology.